
Megabass Levante 2019 baitcasting rod

Megabass

Product number: MB-LV-F264LV

Levante 2019 series is a high-end rod with an 
extremely light blank

from 268,99 € * 268,99 €

The main feature of the last Levante 2019 series is the extreme lightness of the carbon blank. The total re-
styling was based on the innovative technology of Megabass, who used a construction process with high 
pressure compressed layers in graphite, managing to create a carbon blank with a very thin, light and 
resistant stem up to the extreme limit. In fact, the weights of the rods have a range of just 90g for the lightest 
and only 136g for the most powerful rod.

The final version of the Bait Finesse rod, compatible with top water plugs, is mainly suitable for Shad, Small 
Minnow and Light Rig. With a small jerk, it searches the water at a good pace and provides excellent 
accuracy performance that shoots smoraba and cat rigs right into cover near the bank. With agile, sensitive 
tips, you can cast ultra-light baits that conventional rods cannot handle without stress. It shows a high level 
of usability even for techniques that require precision, such as Jig head rigs and throwing insect bait.

F2-64LV P2

The definitive baitfinesse rod for shad, small minnows, light rigs and topwater plugs Excellent accuracy for 
fast-paced searching around structure with small plugs, and for accurately shooting smallies and cat rigs into 
cover near the shore. Sensitive tip enables anglers to cast ultra-lightweight lures without stress, which has 
been difficult to achieve with conventional bait tackle. Highly manoeuvrable when casting jighead rigs or 
shaking insect lures, which require precision The ultra-lightweight shaft of the Levante allows anglers to use 
it intuitively.

F3-67LV P2

This aggressive baitfinesse model is designed for pulling monsters out from behind cover with lightweight 
rigs such as light Texas, cat rigs and down shots. The sharp tip has been sharpened to the point where it can 
instantly sense kissing bites and deliver fast hooksets with no time lag. Levante graphite, which is two-stage 
more sensitive than conventional graphite, enables anglers to feel the boundary of structure and topographic 



changes on the bottom. This is a hyper model for anglers who want to send light rigs to pin spots behind 
cover and win the battle with overwhelming power.

F4-68LV 2P

Smooth, flexible, regular taper action provides stress-free use in all fast-moving games such as crankbaits, 
vibrations and light spinnerbaits. The lure automatically hooks up to rough attacks without releasing them. 
The lure has a beautiful pending curve during the fight, and the entire shaft is designed to take the fight, 
providing powerful torque. The entire shaft is able to withstand the powerful plunge of big fish. The F4-
68LV is ideal for topwater fishing with POPMAX or Giant Dog-X, or for jerking with a single fish. It is a 
multi-purpose model that forms the core of the Levante series.

F5-611LV 2P

Medium-heavy versatility for a wide range of medium to heavy lures. The F5-611LV's high-tension shaft is 
ideal for fast-moving lures such as Texas rigs and rubber jigs The high-tension shaft of the F5-611LV is 
suitable for a wide range of fast-moving games, such as deep cranks under water pressure and vibration 
games in rivers, as well as for swimbaits in the 6-inch class. It can be used in a wide range of situations, 
from cover areas to open water, and is a high performance power playing model.

F6-70LV P2

The Power Game Stick is designed for fishing where hooking power is required, such as jigs and Texas rigs 
facing heavy cover, big spinner baits with thick shaft and hard-to-penetrate hooks, swimbaits, chatters and 
swim jigs. The high elasticity of the Levante Graphite System shaft provides excellent sensitivity to catch 
short baits instantly, while the high tension belly and strong butt power enable the lure to penetrate the thick 
jaws of big bass for a quick landing. Sharpness" and "high power" coexist in the rod, so that anglers can 
immediately feel the amazing hook set response, which is not affected by water pressure. Powerful, yet light 
and comfortable to use, this is one of Levante's most powerful and rigid rods.

F3-66LV 2P

A distance rod for light plugs such as light cranks, vibrations, shad and topwater, often used in tuffields, 
small rivers and wild ponds in Kanto Flexible and straight blanks for excellent casting feel. Easy to use bend 
cam that ensures the hook is set without triggering short bites. When fishing in a new area, it is important to 
be able to react quickly. It's important to be able to search a large area quickly to dramatically increase your 
chances of finding a fish. The Levante's regular taper lure model offers the best performance on today's 
tough fields.

F4-72LV 2P

The F4-72LV is a versatile, mid-sized, 7ft long rod. The super wide approach due to the long length is 
destructive on fast moving baits such as spinnerbaits, crankbaits and high specific gravity softbaits. 
Specifically designed for "searchability" to efficiently explore a large area. Newly developed Levante 
graphite system that eliminates the bluntness of long rods and provides ultimate sharpness, allowing the 
angler to intuitively and comfortably use the rod as an extension of his arms, even during reaction games 
with lures that require a lot of lifting and lowering movement. The long length of the lure makes it ideal for a 
variety of attacks in wide areas.

F7-72LV 2P

The Levante series is dedicated to monster hunting. A new lightweight, strong shaft designed specifically for 
monster hunting. It is the epitome of the Levante graphite system. Stable casting characteristics to swing 



large lures with ease and impressive carrying power to tame monsters. Powerful enough to handle slow-
rolling large spinnerbaits and big deep cranks. Comfortable rod action for jigs, Texas rigs and frogging. The 
F7-72LV is equipped with all the double foot rings that allow anglers to use it in a variety of power games, 
making it the perfect companion for anglers who want to tackle unknown monsters.

Fishing techniques

Top Water
Minnow Shad
Crank Bait
Spinner Bait
DropShot Rig

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=0de4961b689cd4252dd96a7ae3f25276

